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The Old City Cemetery Committee will present two rose pruning
classes led by rose expert Stephen Scanniello on Saturday, January 11, 2020 at 9:00 a.m. & 1:00 p.m. in the Sacramento Historic
City Cemetery.
The Historic Rose Garden will again host Stephen Scanniello, a
Great Rosarian of the World, President of the Heritage Rose
Foundation and Curator of the Peggy Rockefeller Rose Garden,
for two pruning workshops. This is a chance to learn from an
expert and to be regaled with many entertaining tales of roses
and the people who grow them by a man known as “The rock
star of roses.” The first, at 9 am, will focus on pruning climbing
roses. The second, at 1 pm, will show techniques for pruning and
rehabilitating mature plants.
Tickets are available at https://cemeteryrosepruning.bpt.me/ at
a cost of a $10 donation per workshop. Donations will be shared
between the Heritage Rose Foundation and the Historic Rose
Garden.
The cemetery is located at 1000 Broadway, Sacramento. There is
limited parking within the cemetery, but parking is also available on surrounding surface streets. For more information, call
916-715-7294.
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EDITORIAL
It is often said that gardeners are the most optimistic of people...who else places a
seed or seedling in the ground or a pot with complete confidence it will grow into
something beautiful?
This time of year, as we ready our pruning tools, politicians, economists and entertainers are looking back on 2019. As we optimistically plan for 2020, we look back
as well.
Thanks to all our regular and seasonal volunteers, we had a very successful Open
Garden, providing enough funds to continue to maintain the garden, participate as
part of the Old City Cemetery Committee and repair several damaged headstones.
While new volunteer requirements established by the Technical Advisory Committee
last spring resulted in several volunteers deciding to leave, remaining volunteers
have continued to work to maintain the garden. A diligent crew also began propagating roses for the 2020 sale at Cosumnes River College.
The advent of a Cemetery Manager has clarified how we work with city staff and we
have begun to sort out issues resulting from conflicting ‘rules’. Perhaps we can further the development of a Memorandum of Understanding between the City, the
OCCC and cemetery volunteers.
A garden of this distinction needs more volunteers to maintain it to the standards we
and visitors have come to expect. Maintaining a collection of historical artifacts—for
that is what these roses are—takes planning, time and diligence. Something Rose
Garden volunteers have in abundance.
Comments, questions, concerns,
Judy Eitzen, ed.
8698 Elk Grove Blvd., Suite 1, #271
Elk Grove, CA 95624
verlaine@citlink.net
www.cemeteryrose.org

SAVE THE DATE
for the annual

OPEN GARDEN
April 18/19 – Open Garden
9 am to 2 pm on the 18th
11-2 on the 19th
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Curator’s Corner

Anita Clevenger

When I first suggested a Fall Color in the Rose Garden tour, our first curator, Barbara Oliva, said that
we’d better talk about sex and feature rose hips because there would be very little bloom the last Saturday
before Thanksgiving. Some years, that’s been true. This year, there were flowers throughout the garden.
The Tea Roses were especially spectacular, basking in the warm, dry autumn. There were plenty of roses
bearing hips, too. So we did indeed talk about sex (rose hips), but it was hard to select which of the many
roses to discuss.
Teri Lown, who began volunteering in the cemetery this year, bravely studied the roses, cemetery history
and even symbology on monuments, and led the tour. I worked with her to develop a route and script and
came along for support, but her preparation and love of the roses shone. We plan to have a full schedule
of rose tours and events next year, engaging more of our newer volunteers as well as some of us old hands.
The garden is looking good, although some roses have been trimmed under the direction of Parks staff.
We are hopeful that we can reach an agreement with them to follow the guidelines approved earlier this
year by the city’s Technical Advisory Committee, which state that “plants in plots maintained by volunteers in designated gardens will not be trimmed or removed by City Staff or Sheriff’s Work Project unless
their assistance is requested or in case of documented emergency.” At present, city staff does not follow
our practice of carefully disinfecting tools nor do they understand pruning of many different kinds of heritage roses in our collection. We are working with the new Cemetery Manager, Andrew MacVicar, in hope
that we can maintain the health and beauty of our roses.

We plan to plant ten new roses in the collection this year, mostly to replace those we have lost or which
are failing. We removed several diseased with crown gall or otherwise failing. We hate to remove any
roses, but there are times when we simply must. We removed six rebar archways this year in locations
where we removed roses or trimmed to be self-supporting. The fate of remaining supports and many of
our climbing roses is still unknown. City-published guidelines state arbors spanning from plot to plot are
not historically appropriate and should be removed. We hope to work out alternative ways to support roses growing over paths consistent with the guidelines, Parks safety requirements, and our desire to preserve the beauty and character of the garden.
We lost many key volunteers this year, and have not yet built back up. Kudos go to Teri, Karen Griffin,
Haru Ruuth-Sanchez and Jane McLeod for carrying the weight of keeping the roses watered, fertilized,
mulched and trimmed, while working to control weeds, too. Their efforts were helped by Louise Lopez,
who focuses on a few very visible (and beautiful) plots near the rose garden sign, and Claudia Bonsigliore,
who works in the garden when she can find a moment free from her many volunteer obligations. Because
I am not a city volunteer, I don’t do any hands-on work in the garden, but advise on-site as well as behind
the scenes. We continue to be hopeful we can rebuild the volunteer team, form a good partnership with
the Cemetery Manager, and make the garden better than ever.
Optimist: A person who tends to be
hopeful and confident about the future
or the success of something.
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OPERATION RESCUE ROSES—Part II

Anita Clevenger

The president of the Heritage Rose Foundation, Stephen Scanniello, calls our garden a “living library” of
roses. That’s an honor and an obligation. Libraries, whether holding books, artifacts or plants, are subject
to damage and destruction. We strive to keep our roses in the best possible health. We propagate roses for
replacement plants or duplicates in our collection, to provide to other public and commercial gardens, and
to sell to private rose growers. We also send cuttings to commercial growers and garden curators.
Distributing roses to other locations is key to preservation. California’s wildfires are a reminder of how a
collection can be destroyed in a moment. Roses elsewhere have been lost to flood, freeze and disease, with
rose rosette disease wreaking havoc in many parts of the country. In the September 2016 Cemetery Rose
edition, we wrote about Karen and Tom Jefferson’s distribution of cuttings of our “rare” roses (those available at fewer than four commercial or public gardens in the US). We reviewed our roses again this year, and
were encouraged to find some varieties are now more widely available. However, nearly 90 still can be considered rare. In some cases, these are found roses which have not been studied sufficiently to determine if
they are a known, available cultivar. Many others, however, are unique.
We have concentrated on propagating these unique roses this year. Volunteer Kathryn Mackenzie also sent
cuttings of about 30 cultivars to Art and Cydney Wade at their Newberry, FL, Rose Petals Nursery, in the
hopes that these roses will be commercially available on the east coast.
Recent requests for roses highlight how easily a cultivar can disappear. Calaveras County’s Bev Vierra asked whether we still had
a plant of “Ernest Johnson,” which has been lost from its original
site in Altaville Protestant Cemetery, and is also gone from Bev’s
personal collection and the Calaveras County Master Gardener’s
Demonstration Garden. Unfortunately, we no longer have it in
the Historic Rose Garden. We lost our original plant, which came
to us as “Rolari Plot Pink”, and
later planted two more under
the name of “Ernest Johnson”,
both of which developed can“Ernest Johnson”
ker and died. It’s been identified as ‘Climbing Vicountess
Folkestone’, which is not available anywhere commercially. Sherri Berglund had “Ernest Johnson,” too, but it’s now gone. Per Help Me Find
Roses,(1) Pamela Temple has it in her “Red Rose Ridge” garden near Willits. It’s small, but she took a few cuttings which we hope will grow into
roses for Bev and us to grow once again.
Sometimes, people are looking for the clone of a historic rose. Relatives
of former volunteer Bill Harp lost everything in the Carr Fire, including
old roses thought to have grown at their home near Shasta for more than
150 years. Bill and I planted clones of their ‘Archduke Charles’ and ‘Cels
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‘Archduke Charles’

Multiflora’. We are propagating them for the family to replant,
and will sell any extras during the Open Garden. This ‘Archduke
Charles’ is a particularly vigorous clone, reaching seven feet tall
and blooming nearly constantly. We often find old plants have
more vigor than those propagated repeatedly over the years.
Libraries are meant not only to hold a collection, but to circulate
it. We’re doing our best.
—————————————
(1) Help Me Find is a website devoted to roses, clematis and peonies
and all that is gardening related, including selecting, buying, breeding,
caring for and exhibiting. More than 44,000 roses have been cataloged
in public and private gardens and nurseries. www.helpmefind.com.

THE ROSE DOCTOR—BOOK REVIEW
Plant scientist, Dr Gary A. Ritchie has written The Rose Doctor: a key
for diagnosing problems in the rose garden. In biology, keys are
printed devices that aid the identification of biological entities—
plants, birds, butterflies, etc.
Ritchie presents a key which offers a systematic way to sort through a
maze of visible signs to diagnose the problem affecting a rose. As we
know, conditions (lack of light, nutrients or water) can manifest in
many ways, often mimicking disease.
The key begins by showing problems in several major areas; leaves,
stems, flowers and roots. As the user examines the condition demonstrated on the plant, one
follows the key to descriptive statements and photographs showing a variety of diseases and
conditions.
This is a must for everyone who grows roses. (Perhaps we should have one on site in the Cemetery? ) Available from Amazon and other sources.
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WHAT’S IN YOUR ROSE CARE TOOLKIT?

Karen Griffin

This is the first of a series of occasional articles about favorite rose garden tools we carry
around. My carrier usually contains bypass pruning shears, Lysol disinfectant, a six-inch tapered sharpening file, twine or Velcro, small scissors, a hand mattock, a fruit saw, a collapsible
saw, short gloves with reinforced fingertips, rose gauntlets, an extra plastic zip lock bag, and a
bag with a 4x6’ tarp. I borrow loppers and hand rakes or get them from the Historic Rose Garden shed because they are too much to carry.

When bypass pruners and loppers don’t fit or aren’t
strong enough to do the job, try a small saw. Jim Atwood introduced me to the Gyokucho Razorsaw, a
150 mm (6.5 inch) fixed blade saw from Japan. It
can fit into a narrow space and will cut canes up to 1 ¾ Inch wide. I’ve tried a bonsai saw, but it was too
flexible. This one is just right for rose canes. It
comes with its own wooden scabbard to keep it
sharp. We both bought it from the Bay Area Soko
Hardware, but I don’t see it on their website now. It
was about $25 - $30. (1)
For larger jobs, Jane McLeod found the Coher 7.5 inch folding
hand saw with a plastic scabbard. It will cut through canes up to 2
inches and works on sawing through tangled iris rhizomes or tough
roots. Opening it is a bit tricky, requiring two hands. With one
thumb pressed on the silver button on top, the other hand gently
pulls out the blade into a fixed position. Once you get the hang of
it, this is manageable for me. Jane is not so sure, so I recommend
that you test out one of our saws before ordering yours online. It is
$17 plus tax and shipping. (2)
Hand mattocks/tillers/picks – There are a wide variety of designs in
these 9 by 15 inch T-shaped digging tool. Haru Ruuth-Sanchez reports that her favorite tool is “my hand pick/hoe” with a horizontal
blade on one end and a solid single pick. Great for weeding, digging
a narrow trench, digging out stubborn roots in narrow places. It was
made in Japan, and I purchased it at Soko Hardware in San Francisco, in Nihon-Matchi or "Japantown.” (3)
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I also have a hand mattock, but mine has one horizontal digging blade on one end and a threepronged fork on the other end. I like the fork for weeding, especially for lifting iris rhizomes
and nut sedge. Whatever form you select, be sure to get one that has a unified pick and handle. I used to own one where the head was bolted to a wooden handle. This tended to work
loose in dry weather. Hand mattocks/tillers are available in hardware
stores and garden supply stores. Try them out to find one with a
weight and balance that fits your wrist and arm strength.
In the next article, Jane McLeod will address gardening gloves, rose
gauntlets, portable weed carriers and your comments on the items included in this first article or items you would like to get information
about.

—————————————
(1) www.amazon.com/Gyokucho-Razorsaw. Note there are various size Razorsaws available.
(2) www.amazon.com/coher-Folding-Gardening-Hunting-Ergonomic/dp/B06WD2XG9Z
(3) Soko Hardward 1698 Post Street, San Francisco www.sokohardware.com. Also available via AmaRose Garden
Companion Plants
L: Freesias & Daffodils
R: Narcissus & Poppies
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PROPAGATION UPDATE
We got an earlier start in the Cosumnes River College greenhouse this year, and already have
some vigorous plants. We’ve had setbacks and learning experiences, too. Some cultivars developed roots within a couple of weeks, while others sulked for weeks on the mist table, and some
simply died. We expect to have at least 400 roses for our Open Garden sale, with about 100 different varieties. We’ll be offering some companion plants, too. It’s been a lot of work, and a lot
of fun.
Propagation Team
members:
Margie Tomenko
Cheri Dermody
John Killey
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PRUNING TIME—AGAIN???

Judy Eitzen

We hear songs in December in restaurants and elevators, one of which begins, “It’s that time of
year…” Another starts off, “Oh, the weather outside is frightful…” (1)
Both bring out holiday spirits in most people, though for rose folks in California, they bring on
the urge to begin tackling our annual rose pruning. Or at least we think about it and ready our
tools.
We all have our favorite tools (you can read about some
in the article on page 6) and now is the time to clean and
sharpen them.
A variety of home products help to clean pruners—
disinfectant spray for starters. To remove dried sap or
plant material on bypass pruners, spray with Scrubbing
Bubbles, Bon Ami cleanser or similar product. For rust,
scrub with a steel wool. If they’re really dirty, soak your
pruners overnight in white vinegar before scrubbing.
Loosen nuts or take pruners apart to clean more thoroughly between
blades. Use a diamond-tipped sharpener to sharpen the bevel on
your pruners. Lubricate with a few drops of WD-40
or 3-in-1 oil between all moving parts. Be sure to
wipe them off before storing.
When cleaning a pruning saw, follow the cleaning
techniques above. It’s also a good idea to wear
heavy gloves while cleaning saws, to avoid injury
from teeth.
Saw blades can be sharpened with a small, round file. As the teeth of
saws alternate—beveled edge, flat edge—be sure you sharpen only the
beveled edges. Pull the file between each beveled tooth on the saw
blade.
In the Rose Garden, we use disinfectant between
each rose we prune—on pruners, loppers and saws. When pruning a rose
with disease, disinfect between each cut. It’s tedious, but prevents the
spread of disease.
Finally, be sure to check your gloves for rips and worn spots. It may be
time for new ones. There are, of course two theories about gloves: purchase the most expensive for they will protect you best or purchase several
pairs of inexpensive gloves because you will inevitably leave one or both
hanging on a rose bush.
_______________
(1) “The Christmas Waltz” (1954) written for Frank Sinatra by Sammy Cahn and Jule Styne, recorded as the “B side” of a new recording of White Christmas. “Let it Snow! Let it Snow! Let it
Snow!” was written during a heat wave in Hollywood by the same team in 1945
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CEMETERY ROSE
Garden Tip
A Simple method of Testing the Soil
Take a long, clear bottle or test tube. Put a sample of surface soil in it and add 5 times as much water.
Shake. Let it settle for an hour or so and take a look. The large particles drop first, the rest according to
size. You can easily see the proportion of sand, clay, vegetable matter and gravel.
Sandy soil = 5% clay or less
Sandy loam = 5-10% clay
Medium loam = 10-20% clay
Clay soil = 25-30% clay
Heavy clay = 35-50% clay
These are the three main kinds o f Western soils—sand, loam & clay. The others are conditions in between
This tip comes from Sunset’s Garden Handbook; the How to do it garden guide for Western homes
published in 1935. Sometimes looking back may give a simpler approach to today’s garden.

Historic Rose Garden
2020 Events
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

January 11 – Stephen Scanniello Pruning Workshops—tickets available at Brown Paper Tickets
(https://cemeteryrosepruning.bpt.me/) - workshops 9 am and 1 pm
January 18—Annual Pruning Party 9 am—3 pm (postpone if raining)
January 25 Annual Pruning Party rain date
March 28 – Spring Beauties Awaken tour – 10 am
April 18/19 – Open Garden
9 am to 2 pm on the 18th
11-2 on the 19th
April 19 – Rose Walk and Talk - 1 pm
April 25 –Romance & Roses – time to be announced
April 26 – Rose Walk & Talk – 1 pm
May 4 - Deadheading at Dusk – 6 pm
May 3—Rose Walk & Talk— Old Garden Roses—1 pm
June 1 – Deadheading at Dusk – 6 pm.
September 12 – Propagation Class – 10 am
October 17 - October Encore tour –10 am
October 24 Make a Difference Day Americorps team on site 8:30 am to 3:30 pm
November 21—Fall Color Tour 10 am
Off Site Events
January 9—Stephen Scanniello will speak at the Sacramento Rose Society Jan 9 730 pm—Shepard
Garden and Arts Center, McKinley Park
August 1 – Harvest Day – Fair Oaks Horticulture Center – 7:30 am -2 pm
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